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Meetings and Events
Events under IFAC organization
Event Type and Name Date Location Detailed information
IFAC Workshop Discrete-Event System
Design
October 1–4, 2012 Campos do Jor-
dao, Brazil
www.desdes.uz.zgora.pl
IFAC IEEE Workshop Discrete Event
Systems—WODES 2012
October 1–3, 2012 Guadalajara,
Jalisco, Mexico
www.gdl.cinvestav.mx/wodes-12
IFAC FIMA Workshop Multi Vehicle
Systems—2nd
October 3–5, 2012 Espoo, Finland mvs2012.aalto.fi
IFAC Workshop Engine and Powertrain
Control, Simulation and Modeling (E-
COSM’12)




IFAC Conference 5th Latin American
Control Conference
October 23–26, 2012 Lima, Peru congreso.pucp.edu.pe/clca-2012
IFAC A-MEST Workshop on Mainte-
nance for Dependability, Asset Man-
agement and PHM
November 22–23, 2012 Seville, Spain www.amest2012.com
IFAC IEEE, ACM, TRB International
Conference on Connected Vehicles and
Expo (ICCVE) 2012
December 5–9, 2012 Beijing, China www.iccve.org
IFAC Symposium System Structure and
Control




IFAC CIGR Conference Biorobotics March 27–29, 2013 Sakai, Japan ifac2013.shita.jp
IFAC Symposium Mechatronic Sys-
tems, 2013
April 10–12, 2013 Hangzhou,
China
sklofp.zju.edu.cn/ifac2013
IFAC Workshop on International Sta-
bility, Technology and Culture (SWISS
2013)
June 6–8, 2013 Prishtina,
Kosovo
www.ubt-uni.net/swiis2013
AACC IFAC Conference American
Control Conference—ACC 2013—in
co-operation with IFAC
June 17–19, 2013 Washington,
U.S.A.
a2c2.org/conferences/acc2013
IFAC IFIP IFIP IEEE Conference Man-
ufacturing Modelling, Management,
and Control MIM ’2013




IFAC IEEE/RAS/EA Symposium Intel-
ligent Autonomous Vehicles, IFAC-IAV
2013
June 26–28, 2013 Gold Coast
City, Australia
www.iav2013.org
For more information please visit http://www.ifac-control.org/events/forthcoming.
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